SERVICE SHEET

Cybersecurity
Expert Witness Capabilities
An intelligence-led, expert-driven, strategic approach to global cybersecurity challenges
affecting your organization – your people, your operations, and your reputation.
Legal response resulting from class action data privacy cases, arbitration, compliance
investigations, and regulatory scrutiny often requires unique expertise to help win the case
and reduce losses. FTI Cybersecurity provides independent, objective, and authoritative expert
witness testimony, supporting clients facing high-stakes litigation.
ABOUT OUR EXPERTS

EXPERT WITNESS CREDENTIALS

FTI Cybersecurity's testifying experts have decades of
experience at the highest levels of law enforcement
and government intelligence agencies, offering unique
perspectives and a depth of knowledge to help courts,
tribunals, and regulators determine solutions. Our
experts can opine on cybersecurity matters spanning
every industry and includes, but is not limited to:

Federal Watchdog Scrutinizes Anti-Fraud Measures

—— Complex cyber technical investigations
—— Incident response
—— Mobile forensics
—— Data breach analysis

FTI Cybersecurity was engaged to provide an expert witness
report and testimony for an international entertainment
company, who was under scrutiny by the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission. We presented an expert report comparing the
client’s fraud prevention capabilities to industry standards.

Fraudulent Review Manipulation Analysis
FTI Cybersecurity was engaged by a global telecom/video
solutions provider after alleged fraudulent manipulation of
their online reviews. We analyzed documents, conducted
open-source intelligence gathering, and identified fake reviews
as part of our expert witness report.

—— Corporate espionage

Litigation Support for a Health Insurance Company

—— Theft of intellectual property

—— Compliance

FTI Cybersecurity was hired to provide expert witness
testimony regarding individuals who claimed their information
was released on the dark web. We identified existing
compromises to demonstrate information on the dark web was
not caused by our client.

—— Industry standards

Intellectual Property Theft Investigation

—— Unauthorized access
—— Insider threat

FTI Cybersecurity was retained to opine on intellectual
property theft allegations. We compared the organization’s
cybersecurity controls to the NIST cybersecurity framework
and drafted a quality rebuttal report to the opposition’s expert
filing in just over 72-hours magnifying omitted gaps in the
opposing experts’ reports.

Why FTI Cybersecurity
Multidisciplinary Expertise
Intelligence-led, expert-driven, strategic
approach to cybersecurity challenges
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Advisor to 98 of the
world’s top 100 law firms

59 of Fortune Global 100
corporations are clients

Core team from intelligence agencies, law
enforcement, and global private sector institutions
Globally Positioned
Ability to respond anywhere in the world
Ability to staff the largest and most complex
engagements and investigations
Relationships with the top global intelligence
agencies, regulatory authorities, and
private agencies
Integrated & Comprehensive
No other firm in the space has a crisis
communications practice
Integration of FTI Consulting's expertise
across the platform
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FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations manage change, mitigate
risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. FTI Consulting
professionals, located in all major business centers throughout the world, work closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and
overcome complex business challenges and opportunities. ©2022 FTI Consulting, Inc. All rights reserved. www.fticonsulting.com

